Capit timed tests quantify age-related motor decline in normal subjects.
Slowing of motor performance in human aging is a well demonstrated clinical observation. Age-related motor decline has been also confirmed in animal models including rodents and non human primates. We studied the motor performance of 60 normal subjects (age: 20-87). Motor study included the four timed tests (TT) recommended in CAPIT protocol: pronation-supination (PS), finger dexterity (FD), movement between two points (MTP) or tapping, and walking test (WT). Finally we compared normal controls with a group of 30 patients with Parkinson's disease (PD) of similar age. Age inversely correlated with TT performance in normal subjects (for PS, r:0.33, p<0.01; FD, r:0.44, p<0.0005; MTP, r:0.51, p<0.0001; WT, r:0.59, p<0.0001, Pearson). Our results confirm that motor performance (measured with CAPIT TT) deteriorates linearly with age. Simple tasks, such as CAPIT TT can help to study and quantify age-related motor decline.